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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 General Information 
Canada’s second largest instrumentally recorded earthquake occurred at 8:05 p.m. 

(PDT) on October 27th, 2012, off the west coast of Moresby Island, Haida Gwaii (Figure 
1). The earthquake occurred at the southern end of the rupture zone of the 1949 M 8.1 
strike-slip earthquake, which was Canada’s largest instrumentally recorded event. 
Analysis of seismic waveforms, coseismic global positioning system displacements, and 
the pattern of aftershocks indicate that it was a “thrust” earthquake, similar to the 
earthquake that hit Japan off Tohoku on March 11, 2011. The tectonic margin off Haida 
Gwaii, extending to southern Alaska, is the transform fault boundary between the Pacific 
and North America plates. Off Moresby Island where the M 7.7 event occurred, there is a 
20 degree oblique convergence between the Pacific and North American plates, giving 
rise to a small accretionary prism, referred to as the Queen Charlotte terrace.  This terrace 
is the main study area of this OBS experiment. Thrust earthquakes have the potential to 
generate large tsunamis, and models for this event predict wave heights in some bays and 
inlets along the coast of Moresby Island as large as 3-5 m. Results from a post-tsunami 
survey along select inlets along the west coast of Haida Gwaii confirmed significant 
wave heights. In the first month after the earthquake more than 20,000 aftershocks were 
recorded. The majority of these are less than magnitude 2. The initial locations of 
aftershocks from this earthquake (Figure 1) cover an area 150 km along the margin and at 
least 50 km wide, extending seaward from beneath the west coast of Moresby Island to 
more than 50 km offshore. The central zone on the aftershock sequence is the target of 
the OBS experiment. 
 
1.2 Objectives of the OBS Experiment 
 To accurately locate earthquakes, recording stations need to be positioned such 
that they surround the epicenter and the speed at which seismic waves travel through the 
earth’s crust must be known.  The land stations on Haida Gwaii are all to the east of the 
aftershock sequence, thus making these offshore earthquake epicentre locations uncertain 
and making depths for those events almost impossible to calculate accurately. The OBS 
will improve hypocentre locations considerably, especially their depths. If even a few 
earthquakes are recorded on both the land and OBS instruments, the combined data will 
improve the hypocentres of aftershocks recorded only on the land stations.  This will also 
improve the historic earthquake catalog and reduce previous biases in the earthquake 
locations.  
 The distribution of the OBS sites was chosen to cover a reasonable area of the 
aftershock sequence centered around the epicenter, covering mostly the Queen Charlotte 
terrace (Figure 2). The deployment occurred in December 2012 (Riedel et al., 2014) with 
a recovery mission in January, which restricts offshore operations due to expected heavy 
seas and high wind speeds. Thus, the study area had to be limited in areal extent to avoid 
large transit distances between stations. A total of nine instruments were available from 
the instrument pool at the NRCan office at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography (BIO) 
in Dartmouth, NS. An additional nine instruments were borrowed from Dalhousie 
University through collaboration with Dr. Keith Louden.  However, due to logistical 
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constraints related to recovery time in January, only five of the Dalhousie instruments 
were deployed as part of the regional grid.  
 
1.3 Accomplishments and Results  
 The expedition accomplished several critical components for the Haida Gwaii 
response effort by NRCan. All 14 OBS instruments were recovered (Table 1). Though 
data were recorded on the OBS for a shorter period of time than anticipated due to 
unexpected short battery lifetimes (Table 2), the data themselves are of very high quality 
and cover (with the staggered start-time of the OBSs) a period of 16 days from December 
15, 2012 to December 31, 2012. Early data analyses show multiple clear and easily 
identifiable earthquakes as well as other records that could be T-phase arrivals or tremor-
like events. OBS clock-drifts were determined immediately upon recovery of the 
instruments (Table 3) (note that not all instruments had sufficient power remaining to 
perform this calibration). The OBS data from the regional grid were converted to a 
format suitable for use in Antelope (i.e. mini-SEED) and will be further processed for 
other applications (including conversion to SAC or SEGY format). 
 Two short active source seismic surveys were conducted using a 520 cubic inch 
airgun as seismic source (total number of shots: 7100, ~500 total line-kilometres, Figure 
3). The first refraction survey was conducted at the beginning of the recovery expedition 
under the assumption that the regional grid of OBS may still be operational. However, 
upon recovery of the OBS instruments it was noticed that none of the instruments 
recorded the airgun shots, even though some instruments had sufficient power left to 
write digital files. The main power loss was identified as the amplifier board that reads 
the data from the geophone and hydrophone. Due to a higher than usual sampling rate 
(500 Hz for the NRCan instruments, 200 Hz for the Dalhousie instruments) power was 
consumed sooner than expected based on previous experiments using of these 
instruments at much lower sampling rates (~100 Hz). Therefore a second OBS refraction 
survey was conducted using all available spares batteries, which allowed for the 
redeployment of six OBS instruments (Table 4).  
 The second refraction survey was also successful as all six OBS were recovered 
with full data coverage. Again, clock-drifts were immediately determined upon recovery 
onboard (Table 5). Early data analyses show clear refractions with apparent velocities up 
to 6 km/s, which are believed to be from the upper crust. Despite the fact the first 
refraction experiment failed in that no data were recorded on the OBS instruments, the 
airgun shots were recorded on the land stations that were deployed during the survey. 
Unexpectedly, strong and clear arrivals were seen on multiple stations, including Barry 
Inlet and Hotspring Island, with observed distances between the stations and the shot 
locations exceeding 55 km. The results of the refraction data and the single-channel 
seismic data complement older data from the 1970s and 1980s (paper records). Clear 
images of the Queen-Charlotte Transform Fault were recorded and the airgun was strong 
enough to generate reflections from the upper crust, i.e. the top of the Pacific Plate. 
Additionally, across the Queen Charlotte Terrace region, bottom-simulating reflectors 
were seen and the coincident OBS refraction data indicate high-velocity sediment with P-
wave velocities values of 2.0-2.5 km/s, indicative of the presence of gas hydrate. 
Additional 3.5 kHz data as well as echo sounder data using all available sounders 
installed on the CCGS John P. Tully (12 kHz, 18/38 kHz) were co-recorded on all lines. 
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Additional lines were acquired using only the 3.5 kHz and echo sounders between 
operational downtimes (Figure 3f). 
 
2. Narrative of Events  
 
All times listed here are local time, Pacific Standard Time (PST). 
 
06/01 Sunday 
08:00 Science crew to drive to Port Hardy  
 Equipment shipped with commercial shipping company to arrive on January 7th; 
 Equipment mobilized through IOS (compressor) arrived by 15:00 
 
07/01 Monday 
08:45 Commercial shipment of winch and power-pack arrived and installed on deck 
09:15 Loading completed 
10:30 The Haida Nations Observer George Wesley arrived 
12:15 Safety briefing on board by Coast Guard personnel 
13:00 Life-Boat drill 
14:30 Moving rental vehicles to Budget outlet in Port Hardy 
17:45 All deck-space clear, building of pressure/tow-lines for airgun completed 
18:00 Test of solenoid completed successfully 
19:20 Leaving for Haida Gwaii  
 
08/01 Tuesday 
07:30 Decided to change anticipated deployment station for airgun work to optimize 
 time available given current favourable weather conditions, and pre-seismic 
 marine mammal watch restrictions 
13:00 Start pre-seismic marine mammal watch 
14:30 Deploy airgun (wind: 10-15 knots; 5 m seas) 
14:35 Airgun deployed and first shot at 14:40 
15:25 Streamer deployed 
15:30 Start recording streamer data digitally 
16:50 Remove hull-protection system, improved signal on streamer 
17:10 Start recording 3.5 kHz system 
 
09/01 Wednesday 
02:37 Start of central line across Queen Charlotte Terrace 
08:08 Completed central line, start lines criss-crossing the Queen Charlotte Transform 
 fault (QCTF) towards northern-most crossing line 
15:07 End of transects across the QCTF 
15:45 Problems with streamer cable, improve towing strength-cable; temporarily steer 
 off main line; setting boat into a course straight into the wind to help set stopper; 
 winds are increasing to 30 knots; decision is made to continue acquire data as 
 weather prediction says winds will come down soon; 
16:30 Work on streamer grip/stopper completed, back to main line 
18:30 Heading SW on the northern crossing line 
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20:16 End of Northern line 
 Start to turn, but still 30 knot winds; Beaufort-Scale 7-8 
21:15 Decision made to not risk a turn and keep going in more northerly direction until 
 winds/seas more favourable for turning 
 
10/01 Thursday 
02:30 Wind and sea-state have improved (< 6 m wave height, < 30 knot wind), start turn 
 At this point, we have moved 16 nautical miles into the more northerly direction; 
03:15 Revised the plan for remaining seismic program to end at OBS station #9 
07:00 The vessel is being pushed now with the change in wind direction and we are 
 making 6 knots speed over ground; therefore, we will be too early at OBS #9, 
 seismic program continues; 
10:23 End of seismic program; 
10:30 Streamer on deck 
10:45 Airgun on deck 
11:20 Begin OBS recovery sequence at OBS Station #7, DAL-D 
 deploy pinger and hydrophone to send release code 
 All release codes and station locations are listed in Table 1; 
11:25 Ship is rather noisy, go to Generator-mode (Gen-Mode) and release clutch; vessel 
 much quieter and we can hear the pinger operate and return-signal from OBSs on 
 hydrophone; 
12:00 OBS #7 on surface 
12:22 OBS #7 on deck 
13:17 OBS #6, NRCan-F released 
13:30 Upon inspection of data from OBS #7, DAL-D, we realized that recordings only 
 lasted 8 days (start Dec 22, end Dec 31) due to too low battery levels in the 
 amplifier board; the digitizer still generated data (of constant value) until Jan 10, 
 when its power supply stopped upon recovery; All data recording parameters are 
 listed in Table 2; 
14:03 OBS #6, NRCan-F on deck 
14:07 OBS #5, DAL-J released 
15:03 OBS #5, DAL-J on deck 
15:10 OBS #4, NRCan-N released 
16:00 OBS #4, NRCan-N on deck  
18:06 OBS #3, NRCan-H on deck  
19:44 OBS #2, NRCan-J on deck 
22:00 OBS #1, NRCan-K on deck 
 Decision was mode to interrupt OBS recovery to get technical staff time to 
 recover/sleep and continue work in the morning; fill-in program by investigating 
 plateau region, where gas plumes were found in December expedition 
22:10 Transit to plateau region 
 
11/01 Friday 
00:04 Start of 1st line across plateau 
 12 kHz; 18/38 kHz system; 3.5 kHz system 
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04:28 End of lines across plateau, heading back to OBS stations for recovery after 
 breakfast; 
07:10 At OBS station #14 
08:18 OBS #14, DAL-C on deck 
10:12 OBS #8, NRCan-L on deck 
 
 As it has become apparent, that all OBS did not record the first two days of 
 seismic airgun data, we decided to re-deploy the maximum amount of OBS for a 
 second refraction experiment; weather has steadily improved to allow for a 
 second airgun operation; we will utilize again the 520 cubic inch airgun 
 Discussions on backup release time (UTC 23:00 Jan 13) to ensure that recovery is 
 possible within operational window available; 
 
10:47 1st attempt to release OBS #9, DAL-B, appears to have failed, moving closer to 
 OBS station and try again; recording on 12 kHz sounder system show finally that 
 OBS is on its ascent, and was released in 1st attempt; echo from OBS is too weak 
 to be heard on hydrophone 
12:30 OBS #9, DAL-B on deck 
14:16 OBS #10, DAL-A on deck 
16:10 OBS #11, NRCan-E on deck 
17:50 OBS #12, NRCan-D on deck 
19:33 OBS #13, NRCan-A on deck 
 
19:35 On way to start new deployment of OBS 
 Refurbishing six OBS for second deployment 
 
22:22 D2 OBS #6, NRCan-D, deployed 
23:23 D2 OBS #5, NRCan-E deployed 
23:50 D2 OBS #4, DAL-A deployed 
 
12/01 Saturday 
00:15 D2 OBS #3, DAL-B deployed 
00:55 D2 OBS #2, NRCan-H deployed 
01:27 D2 OBS #1, DAL-C deployed 
 
 Making our way back to start refraction experiment in deep ocean over D2 
 OBD#6 by steaming 5 knots and recording 3.5 kHz data across QCTF and other 
 structures;  
 
07:00 Start preparing for seismic experiment 
08:30 Run up on compressor showed problems with belts; stop operation and start repair 
 Marine mammal observations continue; However, thick fog is descending. 
 We are going slowly (2 knots) towards anticipated deployment of airgun, moving 
 out of fog region; weather is otherwise optimal: 5 knot wind, 1 m swell. 
10:30 Compressor successfully repaired.  
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 Throughout repair, no mammals were sighted, thus we can begin airgun work 
 right away without further delay. 
10:40 Airgun deployed 
10:50 Streamer deployed 
 Projected end of second refraction experiment is 03:00 am on Sunday to allow 
 sufficient time to return to Port Hardy in the morning, disembark science team 
 and equipment to turn around vessel back to SAR. 
 
15:00 Past storm has released large kelp-beds that now float out to the ocean; may 
 require slight course-deviation to not catch kelp in streamer and/or airgun. 
 
16:05 End of main central refraction line 
 
 
13/01 Sunday 
 Continue shooting seismic lines; data quality is amazing due to calm weather 
01:20 Start of the last refraction line across western-most D2 OBS #6 
02:45 reached EOL, stop firing 
03:04 Streamer on deck 
03:07 Airgun on deck 
 Start sequence of D2 OBS recovery 
04:42 D2 OBS #6, NRCan-D on deck 
06:19 D2 OBS #5, NRCan-E on deck 
07:45 D2 OBS #3, DAL-B on deck 
08:53 D2 OBS #4, DAL-A on deck 
09:27  D2 OBS #2, NRCan-H on deck 
10:30  D2 OBS #1, DAL-C on deck 
 
 All six OBS back on deck; all recorded the airgun data seen on hydrophone and 
 all geophone components 
 
11:00 Heading back to plateau for last survey line across feature exploiting unusual 
 calm sea conditions for optimal 3.5 kHz and echo sounder data recordings 
13:46 Start line across plateau 
14:29 End of line; extreme high quality of data, observation of gas plumes in 12 kHz 
 Heading towards Port Hardy 
 
14/01 Monday 
 
09:00 At dock in Port Hardy 
 Science crew disembark 
 Offloading of equipment 
 Commercial shipment only possible on Tuesday 
 G. Middleton, D. Manning, B. Murphy stay in Port Hardy until Tuesday to ensure 
 shipping of equipment completed 
 All other scientists drive home to IOS, Sidney 
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3. OBS Recovery Procedures  
 The OBS instruments forming the regional grid (Table 1) as well as those of the 
second refraction experiment (Table 4) have a build-in code to respond to an acoustic 
release signal sent out by an echo-sounder upon recovery. The echo-sounder as well as a 
hydrophone used to listen to the response echo from the OBS were hand-deployed on the 
starboard side of the vessel (Figure 4a). To maximize operation time, the release code 
was sent from a location about 2 to 3 nautical miles away from the assumed OBS 
location. The OBS is released from the anchor after about 6 min, which is the time 
required to burn the wire that keeps the OBS attached to the anchor. The instruments rise 
with a velocity of ~1m/s. The remaining time to steam to the assumed OBS location is 
then approximately 15 minutes at maximum speed of 10 knots. In total, we assume to 
have saved ~4 hours of operational time with this expedited sending of the release code.  
 The OBS instruments have a rope attached to the floatation bodies (Figure 4b) 
which makes recovery from the vessel very simple. First, a deck-hand grabs that rope 
either with an extension-pole or by using a grappling iron (Figure 4c), typically on the 
star-board side of the vessel. Once the rope is secured, the instrument is pulled towards 
the stern by hand. A second line is then attached and the instrument is finally pulled up 
using the A-Frame and centre-winch (Figure 4d). Once the instrument is on deck, it is 
dismantled and the pressure-housing case is brought inside the lab for analyses and data 
recovery (Figure 4e-f) while the remaining flotation bodies are secured on deck.  
 
 
 
4. Refraction Experiment 1 (January 8 - 10, 2013) 
 Under the assumption that the OBS instruments of the regional grid were still 
operational, a total of 5159 airgun shots were fired for a survey of a total of 43 hours 
along a total of 380 line kilometers (see Figure 3a for line-locations).  
 The airgun data were recorded on the single channel streamer and a first analysis 
shows penetration up to two seconds two-way travel time with clear reflections from the 
top of the Pacific plate (Figure 5).  
 Upon return to IOS/PGC an analysis of some land-stations was performed to 
identify evidence for the airgun data to be recorded on land stations. A preliminary 
analysis of land station data from Barry Inlet (BNB) and Hot Spring Island (H3GB) show 
clear arrivals of the airgun from the first refraction experiment. Although the 14 OBS of 
the regional grid did not record any of the airgun seismic data, it is hoped that the data 
from the land-stations will allow for some tomography analyses of the airgun data. 
 
 
 
 
5. Refraction Experiment 2 (January 12 - 13, 2013) 
 After realizing that the OBS from the regional grid failed to record useful data 
beyond 7 - 8 days after recording started (but spanning a total of 16 days for the entire 
grid when combined as the OBS were staggered in their recording parameters) it was 
quickly decided to utilize all available spares and prepare for a second short-duration 
seismic refraction experiment. A total of six (6) instruments were refurbished at sea 
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(Table 4) and deployed in a T-pattern centered around the main shock epicenter location 
and the Queen Charlotte Terrace. The second refraction experiment was conducted for 16 
hours and data were acquired along several lines crossing the OBS with a total length of 
145 line kilometers. The six OBS recorded all airgun data and refraction were clearly 
recorded on all stations (see Figure 6 for an example from D2 OBS #6). Re-locating the 
OBS positioning for a more accurate velocity analyses will be performed post-cruise. 
 
 
6. High Resolution Imaging of "Shelf-Plateau" Region 
 During the OBS deployment expedition in December 2012 (2012005PGC), the 
plateau-region was imaged with one seismic line where prominent gas plumes were 
identified in the 12 kHz echo sounder records mostly over small elevations/outcrops of 
the seafloor. The favourable weather conditions during this January expedition 
(2013001PGC) warranted further investigation of these gas plumes. We also used the 3.5 
kHz sounder system to image the structure of the plateau. A total of six lines were 
acquired in an operational "break" period on January 11, 2013 that was required to allow 
for an appropriate rest-period of technical staff. A final line (Figure 7) was acquired on 
the way home to Port Hardy on January 13, 2103. The data again show clear gas plumes 
(Figure 8) right above small seafloor elevations or outcrops. The seafloor is overall 
extremely hard with no evidence of any major sediment cover whereas the outcrops 
themselves appear "softer" when compared to the regular seafloor returns (as previously 
observed by V. Barrie; pers. communication), which could also be a result of their 
roughness and associated scattering effects (Figure 7). Due to operational constraints and 
limited time remaining on the expedition, we were not able to collect a seafloor grab 
sample. This may be attempted during a planed upcoming expedition to the region in 
2013 or 2014.  
 
 
 
 
 
7. Reference 
 
Riedel, M.; Côté, M.M.; Neelands, P.J., 2014. Cruise Report PGC2012005PGC, The Mw 
7.7 Haida Gwaii Earthquake Ocean Bottom Seismometer Experiment, Instrument 
deployment, gas-plume acoustic imaging, and water sampling, CCG Vessel John P. 
Tully, 7-10 December, 2012. Geological Survey of Canada, Open File 7555. 
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8. Tables 
 
Table 1. Final drop locations of OBS instruments in regional grid deployed in 
December 2012, release codes and radio frequencies for directional finder. 

 
OBS 

Station Latitude Longitude Water 
Depth (m) 

OBS-
identifier 

Release 
code   

Frequency  
(MHz), 

Channel 

1 52.169717 -132.066037 2909 NRCan-K 70   160.725,  
C 

2 52.298262 -131.908236 2128 NRCan-J 30 157.125, 
82 

3 52.385719 -131.811520 1518 NRCan-H 20 156.575, 
71 

4 52.557899 -132.097616 1937 NRCan-N 40 160.725, 
C 

5 52.512418 -132.162605 1629 Dal-J 20 154.585, 
A 

6 52.480116 -132.214632 2070 NRCan-F 50 160.725, 
C 

7 52.441314 -132.277701 1965 Dal-D 60 159.480, 
B 

8 52.369217 -132.376557 2917 NRCan-L 50 157.125, 
82 

9 52.465601 -132.519974 2901 Dal-B 00  154.585,  
A 

10 52.565744 -132.646831 2923 Dal-A 50  159.480,  
B 

11 52.660033 -132.808669 2908 NRCan-E 70 160.725, 
C 

12 52.776967 -132.648549 1436 NRCan-D 80 156.575, 
71 

13 52.854984 -132.526614 1367 NRCan-A 30 160.725, 
C 

14 52.281435 -132.238748 2908 Dal-C 80  154.585,  
A 
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Table 2. Data recording limits of regional OBS grid (14 stations) deployed in 
December 2012; *: approximated from Figure 9 to see end of recording. Despite the 
amplifier no longer able to pass useful seismic (i.e. amplitude) data to the digitizer, the 
digital data still got recorded until all battery power was drained.  
 

OBS Station 

Start 
digital 
data 

recording 

End digital 
data 

recording 

End of 
seismic 
data* 

Last file-
No. of  
digital 
data 

Last file-
No. of 
seismic 

data 

Length of 
seismic 
data in 

last file* 

#1; NRCan-K Dec 15, 
00:06 

Jan 05, 05:34 Dec 22, 02:30 436 146 10.83 min 

#2; NRCan-J Dec 15, 
00:05 

Jan 06, 02:32 Dec 21, 16:24 454 137 35.82 min 

#3; NRCan-H Dec 15, 
00:04 

Jan 03, 05:25 Dec 21, 21:04 405 141 35.65 min 

#4; NRCan-N Dec 22, 
00:06 

Jan 11, 12:09 Dec 28, 07:59 411 130 18.32 min 

#5; DAL-J Dec 22, 
00:00 

Jan 10, 11:14 Dec 30, 23:17 164 73 151.22 
min 

#6; NRCan-F Dec 15, 
00:03 

Jan 04, 05:02 Dec 21, 18:45 415 139 38.98 min 

#7; DAL-D Dec 22, 
00:04 

Jan 10, 08:43 Dec 31, 04:14 163 75 100.81 
min 

#8; NRCan-L Dec 22, 
00:02 

Jan 09, 09:33 Dec 29, 07:19 388 150 24.00 min 

#9; DAL-B Dec 22, 
00:01 

Jan 11, 08:39 Dec 30, 10:45 171 69 101.65 
min 

#10; DAL-A Dec 22, 
00:00 

Jan 11, 10:25 Dec 30, 09:36 172 69 34.10 min 

#11; NRCan-E Dec 15: 
00:02 

Jan 04, 07:21 Dec 21, 19:26 417 140 10.66 min 

#12; NRCan-D Dec 15: 
00:01 

Jan 06, 09:27 Dec 22, 12:50 460 155 6.66 min 

#13; NRCan-A Dec 15: 
00:00 

Jan 06, 02:06 Dec 22, 03:51 464 147 27.66 min 

#14; DAL-C Dec 22, 
00:03 

Jan 11, 04:28 Dec 30, 20:22 170 72 153.30 
min 
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Table 3. Calculation of instrument clock drift, and other notes on data for the 14 
OBS instruments of regional grid deployed in 2012 [n.d. = not determined]. 

OBS Station Comments Drift calibration Total drift 
(sec) Prior to drop After drop 

#1; NRCan-K No post-drop calibration; 
battery dead 

Set: 
Dec 8, 20:55 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.000004 sec n.d. 

#2; NRCan-J 
Noisy hydrophone 

No post-drop calibration, 
battery dead 

Set:  
Dec 8, 20:18 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.000035 sec n.d. 

#3; NRCan-H No post-drop calibration, 
battery dead 

Set:  
Dec 8, 17:51 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.00000 sec n.d. 

#4; NRCan-N Channel 2 dead (vertical) 

Set: 
Dec 9, 16:08 

Calibration: 
Jan 11, 00:14 0.012071 Behind by  

0.000033 sec 
Behind by  

0.012104 sec 

#5; DAL-J  

Set:  
Dec 8, 23:55 

Calibration:  
an 10, 23:30 0.007361 Behind by  

0.000008 sec Ahead by 0.007353 

#6; NRCan-F No post-drop calibration, 
battery dead 

Set:  
Dec 8, 19:31 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.000032 sec n.d. 

#7; DAL-D  

Set: 
Dec 8, 23:34 

Calibration: 
Jan 10, 20:13 0.002751 Behind by  

0.000019 sec 
Behind by  
0.00277 

#8; NRCan-L 

Channel 3 dead 
(horizontal) 

No post-drop calibration, 
battery dead 

Set: 
Dec 8, 21:37 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.000002 sec n.d. 

#9; DAL-B  

Set: 
Dec 8, 22:46 

Calibration: 
Jan 11, 20:39 0.062136 Behind by  

0.000030 sec 
Ahead by  

0.062166 sec 

#10; DAL-A  

Set: 
Dec 8, 22:26 

Calibration: 
Jan 11, 22:25 0.019649 Behind by  

0.000007 sec 
Ahead by  

0.019642 sec 

#11; NRCan-E 
No post-drop calibration, 

battery dead 
Hydrophone dead 

Set: 
Dec 8, 16:34 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.000002 sec n.d. 

#12; NRCan-D No post-drop calibration, 
battery dead 

Set: 
Dec 9, 21:54 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.000036 sec n.d. 

#13; NRCan-A 
No post-drop calibration, 

battery dead 
 

Set: 
Dec 8, 18:09 

Calibration: 
n.d. n.d. Behind by  

0.000033 sec  n.d. 

#14; DAL-C All channels very noisy 

Set: 
Dec 8, 23:10 

Calibration: 
Jan 11, 16:28 0.016299 Behind by  

0.000040 sec 
Ahead by  

0.016259 sec 
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Table 4. Locations of the OBS instruments used in second refraction experiment, 
release codes and radio frequencies for directional finder. 
 

OBS 
Station Latitude Longitude Water 

Depth (m) 
OBS-

identifier 

Release 
code   

Frequency  
(MHz), 

Channel 

D2-1 52.560844 -132.101515 1939 Dal-C 80   154.585,  
A 

D2-2 52.514843 -132.171782 1845 NRCan-H 50 157.125, 
82 

D2-3 52.512417 -132.278231 2060 Dal-B 00 154.585, 
A 

D2-4 52.479424 -132.223832 2065 Dal-A 50 159.480, 
B 

D2-5 52.446256 -132.169197 1857 NRCan-E 70 160.725, 
C 

D2-6 52.395885 -132.351070 2909 NRCan-D 80 157.125, 
82 
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Table 5. Calculation of instrument clock drift, and other notes on data for the six 
OBS instruments of second refraction experiment. 
 

OBS Station Drift calibration Total drift 
(sec) Prior to drop After drop 

D2-11; Dal-C 

Set:  
Jan 11, 17:28 

Calibration: 
Jan 13, 18:47 0.009580 Behind by 

0.000035 sec 
Ahead by 

0.000923 sec 

D2-2; NRCan-H 

Set:  
Jan 11, 19:35 

Calibration: 
Jan 13, 17:35 0.004944 Behind by 

0.000007 sec 
Ahead by 

0.004937 sec 

D2-3; Dal-B 

Set:  
Jan 11, 20:57 

Calibration: 
Jan 13, 15:56 0.003431 Behind by 

0.000030 sec 
Ahead by 

0.003401 sec 

D2-4; Dal-A 

Set:  
Jan 11, 22:48 

Calibration: 
Jan 13, 17:00 0.000721 Behind by 

0.000011 sec 
Ahead by 

0.000732 sec 

D2-5; NRCan-E 

Set:  
Jan 12, 00:43 

Calibration: 
Jan 13, 14:27 0.000383 Behind by 

0.00007 sec 
Behind by 

0.000376 sec 

D2-6; NRCan-D 

Set:  
Jan 12, 02:30 

Calibration: 
Jan 13, 12:50 0.007647 Behind by 

0.000052 sec 
Behind by 

0.007699 sec 
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Table 6. Science crew. 
 

Name Affiliation Function onboard 
Michael Riedel GSC-Pacific Chief scientist 
Greg Middleton GSC-Pacific Deck supervision 
Peter Neelands GSC-Pacific Lab supervision 

Graham Standen Geoforce OBS technician 
Robert (Bob) Iuliucci Dalhousie-U. OBS technician 
Desmond Manning GSC-Atlantic Airgun technician 

Robert Murphy GSC-Atlantic Airgun technician 
Michelle Côté GSC-Pacific Navigation 
Malaika Ulmi GSC-Pacific Watch keeper 
Cooper Stacey GSC-Pacific Watch keeper 
Rhonda Reidy Contractor Marine Mammal observer 
Jacklyn Barrs Contractor Marine Mammal observer 

George Wesley Haida Nation Observer 
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9. Figures 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Preliminary locations of aftershocks with magnitude 3.0 and above for the 
first 30 days after the M 7.7 Haida Gwaii earthquake. The epicentre of the main event is 
shown by the red star and the two largest aftershocks of magnitude 6.0 and above are 
shown as blue stars (from Cassidy et al., 2012+). 
 
+J. Cassidy, T. James, R. Hyndman, M. Riedel, G. Rogers, M. Schmidt, K. Wang, and T. Mulder, 2012. The M 7.7 
Haida Gwaii Earthquake of October 27, 2012, Simon Fraser University Newsletter December 2012 
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Figure 2. Map of OBS stations deployed during cruise 2012005PGC and location of 
land seismometers. Locations with magnitude of aftershocks recorded only using the land 
stations during the actual active recording period of the 14 OBS are shown in orange dots 
(for magnitude scale, see legend). 
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Figure 3a. All lines run during expedition. OBS locations from regional grid (green 
circles) and 2nd refraction experiment (red triangles) are shown, as well as the ODAS 
mooring site (orange triangle). 
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Figure 3b. Map of all seismic lines acquired during first refraction experiment. OBS 
locations from regional grid (green circles) are shown, as well as the ODAS mooring site 
(orange triangle). 
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Figure 3c. Map of lines for recovery of the regional grid of 14 OBS. OBS locations 
from regional grid (green circles) are shown as well as the ODAS mooring site (orange 
triangle). 
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Figure 3d. Map of seismic lines acquired during second refraction experiment. OBS 
locations from regional grid (green circles) and 2nd refraction experiment (red triangles) 
are shown and label represents station numbers as listed in Tables 1 and 4. 
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Figure 3e. Map of lines during deployment (green) and recovery (black) of the six 
OBS of second refraction experiment. OBS locations from second refraction experiment 
are shown as red triangles. 
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Figure 3f. Map of line where only 3.5 kHz data were acquired during operational 
downtimes between 2nd refraction experiment OBS deployment and start of airgun work. 
OBS locations from regional grid are shown in green circles, OBS locations from second 
refraction experiment are shown as red triangles. 
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Figure 3g. Map of lines acquired across the "plateau"-feature using 3.5 kHz and using 
the 12 kHz and 18/38 kHz echo sounders. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(e) (f) 

 
 
Figure 4. Sequence of OBS recovery: (a) installation of acoustic pinger and 
hydrophone for OBS release operation on starboard breezeway of the CGGS John P. 
Tully, (b) Floating OBS with rope attached, (c) Coast Guard personnel ready to through 
grappling iron to catch rope, (d) OBS secured with second rope, lifted onboard with A-
frame and central winch, (e) OBS secured on deck, ready to be dismantled by scientists, 
(f) OBS pressure case inside dry-lab for data recovery. 
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Figure 5. Example of airgun data recorded on single-channel streamer. 
  
 
 

 
Figure 6. Example of airgun data recorded on D2 OBS #6 (western-most station of 
second refraction experiment) showing portion of SW-NE-trending main central line shot 
upslope across the terrace region. Clear refractions can be seen on both side of the shot-
record. 
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Figure 7. Example of the 3.5 kHz data recorded across plateau-feature on the last 
day returning to Port Hardy. Individual knoll-features produce chaotic signal from 
surface roughness. Note the hint of the gas plume at the largest knoll feature, near shot 
point 1300.  
 
 

 
Figure 8. Example of the 12 kHz data recorded across plateau-feature on the last day 
returning to Port Hardy. Two large gas plumes are evident in the record.  
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Figure 9a. End of recording cycle on OBS #1, NRCan-K, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
 

 
Figure 9b. End of recording cycle on OBS #2, NRCan-J, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
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Figure 9c. End of recording cycle on OBS #3, NRCan-H, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
 

 
Figure 9d. End of recording cycle on OBS #4, NRCan-N, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
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Figure 9e. End of recording cycle on OBS #5, Dal-J, from regional grid. Horizontal 
axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 1000 
seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; ch3=horizontal 1; 
ch4: horizontal 2). 
 

 
Figure 9f. End of recording cycle on OBS #6, NRCan-F, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
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Figure 9g. End of recording cycle on OBS #7, Dal-D, from regional grid. Horizontal 
axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 1000 
seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; ch3=horizontal 1; 
ch4: horizontal 2). 
 

 
Figure 9h. End of recording cycle on OBS #8, NRCan-L, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
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Figure 9i. End of recording cycle on OBS #9, Dal-B, from regional grid. Horizontal 
axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 1000 
seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; ch3=horizontal 1; 
ch4: horizontal 2). 
 

 
Figure 9j. End of recording cycle on OBS #10, Dal-A, from regional grid. Horizontal 
axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 1000 
seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; ch3=horizontal 1; 
ch4: horizontal 2). 
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Figure 9k. End of recording cycle on OBS #11, NRCan-E, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
 

 
Figure 9l. End of recording cycle on OBS #12, NRCan-D, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
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Figure 9m. End of recording cycle on OBS #13, NRCan-A, from regional grid. 
Horizontal axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 
1000 seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; 
ch3=horizontal 1; ch4: horizontal 2). 
 

 
Figure 9n. End of recording cycle on OBS #14, Dal-C, from regional grid. Horizontal 
axis is sample-number (sampling rate is 500 Hz, total record length shown is 1000 
seconds). All four channels are shown (ch1: hydrophone; ch2: vertical; ch3=horizontal 1; 
ch4: horizontal 2). 
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